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Listening and Speaking Skills II



Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII

Welcome to Listening and Speaking Skills II!
This online course space will
provide you with additional language practice opportunities,
present new ways to interact with your peers,
include tasks to develop your skills further,
give you further ideas how to use the strategies we practiced in-class,
introduce you to various online sources and useful websites.

Week 1: Introduction
Week 1 focuses on familiarizing you with the course requirements, peer assessment, various websites we will be using, measuring your listening
level,
getting to know the group and using the PREP speaking strategy.
The online component of the fist week
shows you how you can use two listening strategies,
has one practice listening test,
has a useful website that can help you to develop your listening skills.

Listening for gist and detail
Practice listening test
Your favorite podcast

Week 2: Expressing your ideas
Week 1 introduced you to the PREP speaking strategy which will be used throughout the whole course.
Week 2 focuses on preparing your group presentations and applying the PREP strategy.
The online component of the second week
revisits to PREP strategy,
has one activity for using PREP,
provides you with the persuasion map graphic organizer from the Read Write Think Website.

Your favorite TED-Ed lessons
Revisiting PREP
Using PREP

Week 3: Improvisation

Week 3 has the group poster presentations in-class and also focuses on introducing you to two improvisation strategies connected to pictures.
The online component of the third week
shows you how you could use the point of view (POV) and storification strategies,
has one activity for each of the two strategies,
has one practice listening test.

POV and storification
Using POV and storification
Practice listenng test 2

Week 4: Role models
Week 4 – Role models
The topic of week 4 is role models and our first two debate clubs focus on it in-class.
The online component of the fourth week has
a debate about what makes a good role model,
a video lesson about historical role models where you will also share who your historical role models are and why,
a practice vocabulary test covering the first five Quizlet flashcard sets.

What makes a good role model?

Your historical role model
Practice vocabulary test 1

Week 5: Arts
The topic of week 5 is art and our second two debate clubs focus on it in-class.
The online component of the fourth week has
a video lesson discussing why decides what art is where you will also answer this question from your point of view,
a PREP practice,
a practice listening test.

Who decides what is art?
Picture-based brainstorming

What to do?

Week 6: Fluency
The topic of week 6 is fluency.
The online component of the sixth week has
a story task where everyone will add one segment to the story by continuing and building on what the previous
student wrote,
a brainstorming task based on a situation
a TED talk focusing on problem solving

Story chain

Hi there, Aliens!

TED talk - The one with toast

Week 7 (March 24): Gadgets
The topic of week 7 is gadgets. This is also the first distance learning session of L&SSII. The lesson is going to take place in real time, so we will
be working together in our usual 10:00-11:30 timeslot on Wednesday. Each task has an approximate time limit and you can also see what we
are going to do in our task list for week 7.

This week has:
a warm-up activity focusing on the future: we will do this in a chat window so that we can have a real-time discussion
10:00-10:10,
a groupwork task based on a video game trailer: you will watch the trailer for Detroit: Become human, brainstorm in groups
of 4 how having androids in our daily life could lead to conflicts using the conflict map graphical organizer and share you
solutions for your discussion as a forum comment 10:10-10:35,
our debate club presentations with voice recordings supporting the points in the presenters’ posters that you will assess
using Mentimeter 10:35-11:00,
a groupwork task using the sequence of events graphic organizer and rework a fairy tale by adding a modern gadget into the story 11:0011:30,
two picture talks which the presenters and I will complete using Gmail’s video chat feature.

Warm-up: Welcome to the future!
Group-work: Androids and conflicts
Debate clubs 3: Gadgets
Group work: Snow White meets iPhone

Week 8 (April 1): Food
The topic of week 8 is food. The lesson is going to take place in real time, so we will be working together in our usual 10:00-11:30 timeslot on
Wednesday. Each task has an approximate timestamp and you can also see what we are going to do in our task
list for week 8.
This week has:
a warm-up game centered around the topic of foods using Zoom as our video chatting tool 10:00-10:30,
two picture talks using Zoom 10:30-10:40,
our food debate club presentations with voice recordings supporting the points in the presenters’ posters
that you will assess using Mentimeter 10:50-11:10,
two mid-term listening test practice tasks 11:10-11:30

Warm-up discussion and picture talks using Zoom

Debate club 4: Food
Week 8 listening practice 1 - multiple choice
Week 8 listening practice 2 - short answers

Week 9 (April 8): Group projects
The topic of week 9 is group project. We will also complete the mid-term listening test. The lesson is going to take place in real time, so we will
be working together in our usual 10:00-11:30 timeslot on Wednesday. Each task has an approximate timestamp
and you can also see what we are going to do in our task list for week 9.
This week has:

the mid-term listening test 10:00-10:25 (the two tests will be made available at 10:00),
a warm-up speaking task using Microsoft Teams 10:25-10:45,
the group projects where you will be designing your own restaurants10:45-11:15,
the group project presentations using screen share on Microsoft Teams 11:15-11:30

Mid-term listening test #1
Mid-term listening test #2
Video chat using Microsoft Teams
Group projects

Week 10 (April 15): Role plays #1
The topic of week 10 is role plays and creating interactive pictures. We will start with the group presentations from week 9. After that each
group will have a specific task. Groups A & B will complete their role play discussions. While the opposing
groups' students are doing their role play discussions, students in Groups A & B will share a TED talk. Following
the group presentations from week 9, students from Groups C & D will create interactive images using Genially.
You will also complete a listening practice task at the end of the session. The lesson is going to take place in real
time, so we will be working together in our usual 10:00-11:30 timeslot on Wednesday. Each task has an
approximate timestamp and you can also see what we are going to do in our task list for week 10.
This week has:
the completed group presentations from week 9 on Microsoft Teams and a short discussion of how weeks 10
and 11 will go 10:00-10:25
Group A’s (Ami, Sára, Timi, Dominik) role play discussions using Microsoft Teams 10:25-10:45
Group B’s (Tekla, Lilla, Előd, Nóri) role play discussions using Microsoft Teams 10:45-11:10
students in Group B each share a TED talk worth watching 10:25-10:45
students in Group A each share a TED talk worth watching 10:45-11:10
students in Groups C (Dori, Silver, M. Bence, Emese) and D (Kata, K. Bence, Cinti, Amy) create an interactive image based on one of the
possible topics using Genially 10:25-11:10
two practice listening tasks 11:10-11:30 (complete at least one).

Overview of week 10
TED talks worth watching (students from Groups A & B)
Interactive images (students from Groups C & D)
Week 10 listening practice #1 (multiple choice)
Week 10 listening practice #2 (short asnwers graded manually)

Week 11 (April 22): Role plays #2
The topic of week 11 is role plays and creating interactive pictures. We will start with our final PREP practice. After that each group will have a
specific task. Groups C and D will complete their role play discussions. Students in Groups C & D will share a
TED talk. Following the final PREP practice students from Groups A & B will create interactive images using
Genially. You will have access to our final listening practice tasks at the end of the lesson. The lesson is going to
take place in real time, so we will be working together in our usual 10:00-11:30 timeslot on Wednesday. Each
task has an approximate timestamp and you can also see what we are going to do in our task list for week 11.
This week has:
the final PREP practice and the last four picture talks (Előd, Nóri, Kata & M. Bence) using Microsoft Teams
10:00-10:30
Group C’s (Dori, Silver, M. Bence, Emese) role play discussions using Microsoft Teams 10:30-10:50

Group D’s (Kata, K. Bence, Cinti, Amy) role play discussions using Microsoft Teams 10:50-11:10
students in Group D each share a TED talk worth watching 10:30-10:50
students in Group C each share a TED talk worth watching 10:50-11:10
students in Groups A (Ami, Sára, Timi, Dominik) and B (Tekla, Lilla, Előd, Nóri) create an interactive image based on one of the possible topics
using Genially students in Group B each share a TED talk worth watching 10:30-11:10
two practice listening tasks (complete at least one) 11:10-11:30

Overview of week 11
TED talks worth watching (students from Groups A & B)
Interactive images (students from Groups A & B)
End-term listening test practice 1 (multiple choice)
End-term listening test practice #2 (complete the sentences graded manually)

Week 12 (April 29): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 1
The topic of week 12 is the end-term listening test for the second half of the group and the mock oral Proficiency Exam for the first half of the
group. Each half of the group will also have to complete an interactive image and the second vocabulary test
respectively. The lesson is going to take place in real time, so we will be working together in our usual 10:0011:30 timeslot on Wednesday. Each task has an approximate times frame and you can also see what we are
going to do in our task list for week 12.

This week has:
the end-term listening test A (Timi, Előd, M. Bence, Cinti, Dominik, Nóri, Emese, Amy) with the tests open from
10:00 (multiple choice) and 10:10 (short answers) 10:00-10:30
a second interactive image using Genially with a number of criteria (Timi, Előd, M. Bence, Cinti, Dominik, Nóri,
Emese, Amy) 10:30-11:30
the individual mock oral Proficiency Exams (1 picture talk + 1 role play) using Microsoft Teams (Ami, Tekla, Dori, Kata, Sára, Lilla, Silver, K.
Bence) 10:00-11:30
vocabulary test 2 (Ami, Tekla, Dori, Kata, Sára, Lilla, Silver, K. Bence)

Week 12 schedule
End-term listening test 1A (multiple choice)
End-term listening test 2A (short asnwers graded manually)
Interactive images: favorites A
Vocabulary test 2A

Week 13 (May 6): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 2
The topic of week 13 is the end-term listening test for the first half of the group and the mock oral Proficiency Exam for the second half of the
group. Each half of the group will also have to complete an interactive image and the second vocabulary test
respectively. The lesson is going to take place in real time, so we will be working together in our usual 10:0011:30 timeslot on Wednesday. Each task has an approximate times frame and you can also see what we are
going to do in our task list for week 12.

This week has:
the end-term listening test A (Ami, Tekla, Dori, Kata, Sári, Lilla, K. Bence) with the tests open from 10:00
(multiple choice) and 10:05 (short answers) 10:00-10:30
a second interactive image using Genially with a number of criteria (Ami, Tekla, Dori, Kata, Sári, Lilla, Silver, K.
Bence) 10:30-11:30
the individual mock oral Proficiency Exams (1 picture talk + 1 role play) using Microsoft Teams (Timi, Előd, M. Bence, Cinti, Dominik, Nóri,
Emese, Amy) 10:00-11:30
vocabulary test 2 (Timi, Előd, M. Bence, Cinti, Dominik, Nóri, Emese, Amy)
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the end-term feedback questionnaire (for all students)
vocabulary test #1 (only for students who did not complete it)

Week 13 schedule
End-term listening test 1B (multiple choice)
End-term listening test 2B (short answers graded manually)
Interactive images: favorites B
Vocabulary test 2B
End-term feedback questionnaire
A short 6 question-long questionnaire which serves course improvement. Thank you for completing the questionnaire.
Vocabulary test #1
Only for students who did not complete vocabulary test #1
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Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 1: Introduction / Listening for gist and detail

Listening for gist and detail
Listening for gist
This strategy is useful if you want to get the general idea of what you are listening to. You do not have to understand every word and focus on
everything that goes on in the text. Ahmed (2015) argues that the key in listening for gist is that “information comes in a sequence”. He further
explains that content words will help you in pinpointing the main ideas.

You can use listening for gist while practicing to get a better understanding of certain bits of a text. For example, when listening to a text that
covers a certain author, you can pay attention to the times when their name pops up and what information is revealed.

Listening for detail
While listening for gist gives you an overall picture about a text’s topic, in cases where you need to find specific information bits, you will
use listening for detail. As Ahmed (2015) explains, the main idea here is that “you’re looking for something specific and rejecting anything that
does not match what's on your list” and “ignore anything that does not sound relevant”.

Finding the potential keywords will make your test completion easier as it will guide your attention. These will most likely
be content words focusing on what is happening (verbs), who is involved (nouns) and how it affects the situation (adjectives). Ahmed (2015) gives
the example that the following content words will evoke the picture of a picnic while encountering them in a listening text: “'food', 'friends', 'fun',
'park' and 'sunny day'”.

References
Ahmed, R. (2015). Five essential listening skills for English learners. British Council. Retrieved from: https://www.britishcouncil.org/voicesmagazine/five-essential-listening-skills-english-learners.

Last modified: Tuesday, 14 January 2020, 5:31 PM
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Practice listening test ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 1: Introduction / Practice listening test / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:35 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:35 PM
Time taken 8 secs
Grade 0 out of 20 (0%)
Question 1
Not answered

1. What was the surprise the speakers found on their Facebook page?

Marked out of 2

Question 2
Not answered

2. What do Zappata and her daughter do together every morning?

Marked out of 2

Question 3
Not answered

3. When did Friday start this hobby?

Marked out of 2

Question 4
Not answered
Marked out of 2

4. What did the speakers hear about Fennelson?

Question 5
Not answered

5. What is special about Johanna Basford's book?

Marked out of 2

Question 6
Not answered

6. What was Basford's concept with her book?

Marked out of 2

Question 7
Not answered

7. How was the Secret Garden received internationally ?

Marked out of 2

Question 8
Not answered

8. Outside from being hand-drawn, what does Basford say about the illustrations?

Marked out of 2

Question 9
Not answered
Marked out of 2

9. How did Basford react to receiving many e-mails with pictures?

Question 10
Not answered

10. What does Basford say about how people relate to her favorite picture?

Marked out of 2

◄ Listening for gist and detail

Jump to...

Your favorite podcast ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 2: Expressing your ideas / Revisiting PREP

Revisiting PREP
It often happens that one comes across a situation where improvisation is needed.
It can seem scary to speak about any given topic without preparation but the PREP strategy developed by the Toastmasters Public Speaking Club
will give you a frame to use.

Familiarize yourself with the strategy by watching this explanation.

Impromptu Speaking

Play Video

Remember that PREP stands for the phases that you use in your impromtu speech.
P stands for point (your key idea)
R stands for reason (the reason why your key idea matters)
E stands for example (a context to help your listener understand what you mean)
P stands for point (this can be a conclusion or a new key idea)

Last modified: Tuesday, 14 January 2020, 5:48 PM

◄ Your favorite TED-Ed lessons
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Using PREP ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 3: Improvisation / POV and storification

POV and storification
This collection of two strategies is a way to approach picture-based discussions. The main idea is to use the images as possible story sources. Out
of the ways Papalazarou (2017) lists for working with pictures, the step inside and beginning-middle-end (p. 89) are well suited for test situations as
well.
The basis for the step inside technique is to perceive what is going on in a given picture from a character’s perspective within the image
focusing on “what they perceive, believe, and care about” (Papalazarou, 2017, p. 89). As a point of view (POV) technique, you can use step inside
from the first person perspective to truly see through the chosen character’s eyes or you can use a third person perspective to give more of a
description.

Here you can see an example of using this technique from both perspectives covering the same ideas:
Possible picture details to
focus on

First person perspective

Third person perspective

I will approach this picture
a surfer standing on a beach from the perspective of the
he is looking at the waves
man on the beach.
there are people in the water
enjoying the weather
I can smell the salty air and
the wind on my face.

This person is standing on a
beach and based on the
number of people he sees
in the sea, I am sure he is
enjoying the weather.

It seems he feels that the
Having been a surfer for
circumstances are just right
years, I know this weather is for surfing.
perfect.
Based on what he is
Honestly, I cannot seem to
wearing, he is definitely
remember a summer without serious about surfing.
surfing. My grandfather
taught me how to surf when I
was 10 and I loved it ever
since.

The second technique by Papalazarou (2017, p. 89) that can be used for storification is beginning-middle-end technique which is about seeing
the given picture representing either of these stages within a story. Whichever part of the narrative you chose, you need to provide reasons of
why you think that is the given part of a story. Focus your details on your chosen phase and keep the other two short or just refer to them as
predictions. Here you can see an example using this technique to cover all three phases:

Possible picture
details to focus on

Beginning

Middle

End

This picture shows us What we can see here I believe this could be
the beginning of a
is a young couple
the final day of an
vacation.
taking a rest after a amazing vacation
long day of
where the young
The young couple has sightseeing. This might couple went to the
arrived at the beach be an island in the
beach to enjoy it once
and they are drinking Caribbean, so they
more.
the local specialty.
could have visited the
They spent a few days
local rum museum.
Given the tropical
on this island and tried
location they seem to Now, they are enjoying the local cuisine,
be at, I am sure they the weather that is
picked up souvenirs
will explore the area very different from
and made some
and go home with
their rainy hometown. friends.
various rich
The reason for this
 Moodle Docs for experiences
this page to tell their Maybe they will go
friends.
shopping for souvenirs toast is to promise to
You are logged in as Norbert Sipos (Log out) the next day.
return to this island.
L&SSII
Data retention summary
Get the mobile app
couple toasting on
the beach
drinks take up a
large portion of the
image
there is an island in
the background

Last modified: Tuesday, 14 January 2020, 6:39 PM

◄ Using PREP
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Using POV and storification ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 3: Improvisation / Practice listenng test 2 / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:36 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:36 PM
Time taken 12 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 20.00 (0%)
Question 1
Not answered

1. It is common for people in rural areas

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: India invests in green, renewable energy.

Question 2
Not answered

2. A high number of people, rivaling the population of the U.S.

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: 2. A high number of people, rivaling the population of the U.S. have no regulated source of
electricity.

Question 3
Not answered

3. According to Baburam, kerosene causes

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: burning eyes and breathing difficulties.

Question 4
Not answered

4. Tongia’s field of research is

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: sustainable development and energy policy.

Question 5
Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

5. Tongia stresses that the major victims of indoor air pollution

 .

The correct answer is: are women and children.
Question 6
Not answered

6. Kumar often resorts to

 while learning.

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: using candles/ candlelight

Question 7
Not answered

7. The government’s answer to Sadikpur’s petition was

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: that they lack the required population.

Question 8
Not answered

8. Even though electricity may reach most of the villages, but

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: it does not cover every house.

Question 9
Not answered

9. According to Goyal, relying on fossil fuels caused

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: India to become the world’s third biggest polluter.

Question 10
Not answered

10. SELCO’s solution is turning to

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: solar home lighting systems on installments/ loaning solar home lightning systems.

◄ Using POV and storification

Jump to...

What makes a good role model? ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 4: Role models / Practice vocabulary test 1 / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:37 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:37 PM
Time taken 5 secs
Grade 0 out of 20 (0%)
Question 1

Match the words with their meanings.

Not answered
Marked out of 5

priority

Choose...

accord

Choose...

seal

Choose...

elevate

Choose...

magnitude

Choose...

Válasza helytelen.
The correct answer is: priority → something of higher importance than other things, accord → formal agreement, seal →
close an evelope, elevate → lift up, magnitude → great size or importance

Question 2

Match the words with their meanings.

Not answered
Marked out of 5

unique

Choose...

capable

Choose...

altitude

Choose...

odd

Choose...

effort

Choose...

Válasza helytelen.
The correct answer is: unique → one of its kind, capable → having the ability to do something, altitude → height above
sea level, odd → strange, effort → energy that you need in order to do something

Question 3

Match the words with their meanings.

Not answered
Marked out of 5

immediately

Choose...

prime

Choose...

treaty

Choose...

elasticity

Choose...

accelarate

Choose...

Válasza helytelen.
The correct answer is: immediately → without delay, prime → prime, treaty → agreement between two countries, elasticity
→ ability to strech accelarate → go faster

→ ability to strech, accelarate → go faster

Question 4

Match the words with their meanings.

Not answered
Marked out of 5

opportunitiy

Choose...

fault

Choose...

classify

Choose...

grid

Choose...

motive

Choose...

Válasza helytelen.
The correct answer is: opportunitiy → possibility to do something, fault → responsibility for something that went wrong,
classify → arrange in groups, grid → pattern of straight lines, motive → reason for doing something

◄ Your historical role model

Jump to...

Who decides what is art? ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 1: Introduction / Your favorite podcast



Search forums

Your favorite podcast
Take a look at the BBC podcasts website, pick one podcast that you would recommend and explain in a forum entry why it is a good pick.

Add a new discussion topic

Discussion

Started by

Last post 

Replies

Subscribe

 Beauty in Nature

0



 Unsolicited Advice

0



 World Wise Web - Computer animation

1



◄ Practice listening test
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Your favorite TED-Ed lessons ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 2: Expressing your ideas / Your favorite TED-Ed lessons



Search forums

Your favorite TED-Ed lessons
The TED-Ed website has many short video lessons covering every major subject area. Your task is to pick one video lesson and explain why you
would recommend it.

Add a new topic
Are the illuminati real?
by Dominik Solymosi - Friday, 21 February 2020, 8:11 PM
This video provides the origins of the illuminati, its purposes, and its connection to freemasons. It is interesting to see, how widespread
and common it was, and it worked almost like an offical church. The video said, that illuminati disappeared when secret societies were
banned, and it's not active anymore, but what if illuminati made this video to make us think that it doesn't exist? I love to make up
conspiracy theories, one can never be sure about anything. I am actually afraid to post this.
If you like conspiracy theories, like me, or spooky stories, this video is worth watching!
Permalink

Edit

Delete

Discuss this topic (0 replies so far)
How does chemotherapy work?
by Lilla Greff - Tuesday, 18 February 2020, 5:26 PM
I was always interested in science, especially in medicine. The human body is mysterious, anything can happen. If something is useful for
a person, there is no guarantee that it is useful for someone else too. I think it is really good to know about common treatments like
chemotherapy. Cancer is the most common disease.
Chemotherapy originated from the mustard gas that was used in the First World War. It caused drowning, burned eye and skin irritation.
After years of experimentation, researchers found treatments. The biggest disadvantage of chemotherapy is that it attacks every cell in
the body. It is really harmful to the sensitive parts (head, mouth, and digestive system) so these cells have to heal twice as fast.
Permalink

Edit

Delete

Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)

What was so special about Viking ships? - Jan Bill
by Bence Knopf - Tuesday, 18 February 2020, 5:13 PM
This TED-Ed video shows insight into the world of Vikings and their craftsmanship, as well as the development of building their boats. If
a person is interested in the past, especially of Vikings this video is a perfect base for deepening their knowledge. It all started in today's
Scandinavia where the Viking heritage originated. The narrator talks about how they sailed huge distances thanks to those
improvements, the basics of their living as a society and the trade routes which crossed their lands. There is a saying that "Bound is the
boatless man", which states the importance of being able to travel on seas. Hence the animations, it is intriguing to watch, even if you
are not interested in the topic.
Permalink

Edit

Delete

Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
The mysterious life and death of Rasputin
by Kósi Tímea - Tuesday, 18 February 2020, 4:31 PM
Ever since I was a little girl I loved the animated version of Anastasia and later I was very interested in the true story behind the fairytale,
which unfortunately didn’t have a happy ending. This video is about Grigorij Jefimovics Rasputin who was a Russian monk, a selfproclaimed holy man and he seemingly helped the Tsar’s son cope with his illness, hemophilia. This way he earned the family’s trust,
however that relationship played a big role in the fall of the Empire.
Although The Russian Imperial Romanov’s story is very tragic, it is still remarkably interesting and I believe it is part of one’s general
knowledge and this video has an interesting, new approach when it comes to explaining, certainly check it out if you have a few minutes!

Permalink

Edit

Delete

Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
The murder of ancient Alexandria's greatest scholar - Soraya Field Fiorio
by Dorottya Csilléri - Tuesday, 18 February 2020, 2:56 PM
Alexadria's greatest scholar was a woman called Hypatia. She learned everything from her father and she became the city's foremost
scholar taking over her father's postiton teaching philosophy. When Christianity became the empire's state religion the local archbishop
Cyril and Orestes, the Roman governor turned against each other. Orestes went to Hypatia for advice who advised him to act with
fairness and restraint. Cyril's monks incited a riot in which Orestes got injured so he had the leader tortured to death. Cyril blamed
Hypatia and so when she was on her way in the city Cyril's monks dragged her off of her carriage and they burtally murdered her.
Permalink

Edit

Delete

Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
How does laser eye surgery work? - Dan Reinstein
by Sára Kata Fehér - Sunday, 16 February 2020, 1:32 AM
If you wear glasses or contact lenses, you have probably wondered about how laser eye surgery works. This video tells us the very first
plan of an eye surgery and also teaches us the refractive errors (like myopia or hyperopia) that could occur in people’s eyes. It explains
really well the eye laser surgery itself, which nowadays has become very quick and accessible for most of us, thanks to the modern
technology. Will glasses disappear in the future, then? Definitely watch this video if you are interested in this subject.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
Why doesn’t the Leaning Tower of Pisa fall over?-Alex Gendler
by Deleted user - Saturday, 15 February 2020, 3:32 PM

This TED-Ed video tells us about the 800 year history of the Leaning Tower of Pisa, and it explains how is it possible that it is still
standing. Watching it is a little bit like a time travel and a visit to Italy at the same time. History, fun facts, engineering-if you are into any
of that, you will like this short video as well.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
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How do you know you exist? - James Zucker
by Noémi Zsitvai - Friday, 14 February 2020, 9:40 PM
The animation for this thought provoking video is just three minutes long, but it's worth the watch. It shows us that we can not be sure
about anything, even our own existence, as just like space, time, numbers, and colours can be deceiving.
What if we are all in a dream? How would you be able to tell apart the awakening from falling asleep?Well there might be one way to
answer this question, so go on, watch the video, and find out for yourself!
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)

◄ Your favorite podcast
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Using PREP
After having familiarized yourself with PREP in the previous task, now we turn to applications.
Take a look at the following picture and discuss your ideas in connection with it using PREP.

Add a new topic
Express yourself
by Dominik Solymosi - Sunday, 23 February 2020, 10:24 AM
It is very important to find something in which you can express yourself, your frustration or your joy, it can be anything, like baking,
jogging, or any kind of art. It is great to be talented in some kind of art, because you can pour your heart and soul in it to the fullest.
Sadly, to master skills in arts can be expensive, that is why artists give up so much. If you are lucky, you can earn money with your hobby.
Permalink
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Delete

Discuss this topic (0 replies so far)
Prep
by Noémi Zsitvai - Thursday, 20 February 2020, 6:02 PM
Colours; are as important in a painting, as what it represents. Cold colours such as blue, gray, brown, ect. represent a kind of sad vibe,
while on the other hand, warm colours, like yellow, green, orange, ect. makes the painting more vibrant. So all in all, colours are many
points in paintings.
Permalink
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Discuss this topic (0 replies so far)
Release bad thoughts through art
by Dorottya Csilléri - Wednesday, 19 February 2020, 9:27 AM
Painting, just like any other art, is a great way to express yourself, to release stress, get rid of your anxiety and depression.
Permalink
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Discuss this topic (0 replies so far)
Art is a way of life
by Bence Knopf - Sunday, 16 February 2020, 10:59 PM
Art might serve as self-expression for people because they have the ability to create anything or just get lost in the depths of working on
an artwork. Creating continuously may increase creativity too.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
Painting can increase our emotional intelligence level.
by Sára Kata Fehér - Sunday, 16 February 2020, 2:04 AM

Painting can increase our emotional intelligence level. Playing with different painting types you can easily express your love, happiness
or sadness. Letting out these emotions also promotes healing, which makes you understand your own emotional state. So, it is
recommended to everyone to make a strong mental health.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
Art is self-expression
by Deleted user - Saturday, 15 February 2020, 4:12 PM

Art is a form of self-expression. By creating something people can express their thoughts, feelings and personality. In addition to that,
making an artwork can help them relax, destress and unwind.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
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Using POV and storification
Take a look at this photo and reply in your entry
what she might be feeling, experiencing and believing (POV technique)
place the image on a story timeline of your choice and explain at what moment does what you see in the image take place, what happened
before and what comes after (storification).

Add a new topic
Yuletide
by Dominik Solymosi - Saturday, 29 February 2020, 12:10 PM
I think this picture was taken after the holiday season, early January. She may have been seriously sick for the last few weeks, that she
couldn't leave her room, and she had to spend the holiday season at home, and it made her sad. So her friend decided to take her out
after she recovered, and reenact the Yuletide after everyone else had lost their interests in it. She and her friends are having a blast on
the nearly empty streets, and after this photo was taken, they are going to a bar where they can drink hot wine, or hot chocolate.
Permalink
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
Christmas Market
by Kósi Tímea - Friday, 28 February 2020, 1:56 PM
I can imagine the girl on the picture arrived to the Christmas market a few hours ago with her family. They already checked everything
out and since the weather might be quite cold they are thinking of a way to warm up a little. The girl’s little sister spotted a man who
sold sparklers and she insisted on buying at least one for everyone. Although the girl on the picture is a couple of years older than her
sibling, she is still mesmerized by the beautiful lights and her mom captured the moment. After the picture was taken the probably went
to a caffe to have some hot chocolate before they went home.
Permalink
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)

A nightout
by Noémi Zsitvai - Thursday, 27 February 2020, 4:51 PM
The picture is mesmerizing to look at, but I think the situation it was taken in, must have been even better. Let's imagine a scenario: The
mysterious girl in the picture is celebrating her birthday, by going out into the night with a few friends. The weather is a bit chilly, but
still not too cold to go out. She feels overwhelmed by the surprises her friends gave her, including the sparkler. So to capture this
moment, she asks one of her friend to snap a photo, with the lights in the background.
Permalink
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
Taking a walk in the city in the winter
by Dorottya Csilléri - Tuesday, 25 February 2020, 6:55 PM
She is having a nice time in the city in the winter with her boyfriend or either her girl friends. She seems like she could be an influencer
on Instagram beacuse of the sparkler in her hand.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
American girl in Russia
by Lilla Greff - Tuesday, 25 February 2020, 11:52 AM
This girl looks like an American who just arrived to Moskva. She visits her sister who is in an Erasmus semester. It is Christmas time and
the sisters want to be together because it is the only time they can meet. She is excited because of the city and calm because she is with
her sister.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
After a successfull journey at the Christmas market
by Bence Knopf - Tuesday, 25 February 2020, 11:37 AM
The girl is probably walking home from a trip to their closest Christmas market with her friends. On their way home, they found a booth
where sparklers can be bought. She seems like she is really enjoying the moment, the typical smell of the Christmas market, the lights in
the dark night, might feeling a bit cold after spending time outside for hours.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
Girl on the Christmas market
by Sára Kata Fehér - Sunday, 23 February 2020, 2:53 PM

This girl is walking on the street of a Christmas market. She is with his boyfriend who found an incredible angle to capture a moment of
their date. They are going to taste some special mulled wine as they discover all the booths standing there.
She is mesmerized by the sparkler and enjoys the holiday season. The girl feels relieved because she can spend some time with her
loved one after a long, hard-working week. She is looking forward to meeting her family at Christmas.

Permalink
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
New Year's Eve
by Deleted user - Saturday, 22 February 2020, 7:08 PM
The girl in the picture is really happy, she enjoys her time with her friends, they celebrate the new coming year together. She is amazed
by the beautiful view, the lights and the vibe of the city.
The picture was taken shortly after the countdown. Before, they were at a house party, but they decided to go out and watch the
fireworks that are about to start. When they will have watched them, they will return to the warm house and enjoy the rest of the night.
Permalink
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
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Your historical role model
Take a look at Amy Bissetta's short lesson on historical role models.

Reply in a comment explaining who your historical role model is and what you have learned from this person.

Add a new topic
A historical role model
by Dominik Solymosi - Monday, 9 March 2020, 4:14 PM
I think having a historical role model is tricky. Because the time makes everything beautiful, and everything seems so simple, while
nowadays most of us find it a struggle to even wake up before 7 am. Also, the circumstances changed a lot, so achieving a goal in a
different era required different approaches than now. I don't think I have a historical role model, just because I'm not into history at all,
and the world has changed so much that I would choose someone from the present.
Permalink
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
Historical role model
by Noémi Zsitvai - Saturday, 7 March 2020, 12:30 PM
Nowadays there are so many people you can look up to, from the the past to the present times. However, if I were to choose one, it
would be Robin Wiliams, a beloved actor and comedian. He was, in my opinion one of the greatest actor ever born, with such a big
heart. His films were my childhood favourites, never disapointing to watch for the 100th times.
He has taught us so many things, but there is one which has stuck with me. To be kind with every person you meet in your life, because
you will never know what kind of battle they are going through within their selves.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
my historical model
by Sára Kata Fehér - Tuesday, 3 March 2020, 11:30 PM
I don't really have a historical role model but if I had to name one, it would probably be Éva Székely. She was a Hungarian swimmer who
won dozens of championships and even got a gold medal in the Olympic Games in Helsinki. Her hard work, discipline, and diligence can
be a good example for every athlete. She also trained her daughter (who didn't win the Olympics but took the second place) and taught
her that 'only winners can cry'.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
My historical role model
by Deleted user - Tuesday, 3 March 2020, 9:56 PM
My historical role model is Sisi, the Empress of Austria. I have read multiple books about her, and I also watched some documentaries,
that is how I learned quite a few things about her. Her life was not as happy as we would imagine the life of an empress. She had to get
over several tragedies in her life, and that is why she inspires me a lot. She was so brave and so strong that we can all learn from her. She
thought me that there is no such situation that one can't bear with.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)

◄ What makes a good role model?
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Who decides what is art?
Take a look at Hayley Levitt's short lesson explaining who decides what art is and reply in a comment whether you agree with the points of the
lesson and what art is according to you.

Add a new topic
Your interpretation
by Noémi Zsitvai - Thursday, 19 March 2020, 9:52 PM
When you look at an art for the first time, you don't think about what the painter or the creator wanted you to think. You just simply
enjoy it, and interpret it your own way. So in my opinion no one should tell you how to look at an art, and you shouldn't let anyone drag
you down because you think differently about an art piece.
Permalink
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Discuss this topic (0 replies so far)
The creator's intention
by Deleted user - Tuesday, 17 March 2020, 10:00 AM
I do not think that an artist's intention influences the way people look at the piece of art. It only effects the way the masterpiece turns
out, but the final product can be seen in so many different ways. In my opinoin there is no wrong way to understand a poem, a music or
a painting. It can even vary when the same person reads/listens/sees it multiple times. That is why art is so wonderful.
Permalink
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
Intention
by Előd Litter - Tuesday, 10 March 2020, 8:16 PM
I absolutely agree with the assumption that the intentions of the creator from the effect point of view are not relevant in art. Actually,
this is what I really enjoy when I read a poem, or just stare a painting. I really like the differences between our way of thinking whereby
you can find the beauty in things that is invisible for everybody else.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
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Picture-based brainstorming
Take a look at this picture and share you ideas using the PREP structure.

What kind of ideas does it give you?
What is the message of the artist?
Is graffiti even art?
Would you like to have are like this in your home?

Add a new discussion topic
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What to do?
Pick one of the listed problems and explain how you would solve them and why you believe that is a good solution.

a) You shared an important secret with your friend a few days ago and now you have overheard others talking about it. What do you do?
b) You have witnessed a poor looking kid stealing some food from a store. It is obvious he is hungry and does not do this to get money. What do
you do?
c) Your parents just got a new computer and they keep calling you everyday with trivial tech questions (e.g. 'Where is the Facebook button?'). What
do you do?

Add a new topic
a
by Sunday, 22 March 2020, 7:07 PM
Leave them. If they don't keep your secret, they are not your friends and you should avoid people like that. That simple, they don't worth
the time.

Permalink
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Delete

Discuss this topic (0 replies so far)
Friend reveals secrets
by B- Sunday, 22 March 2020, 3:52 PM
Trust is an essential part of a friendship.
Our secrets are usually very sensitive and personal kinds of information. Things we don't want others to know about, because they
wouldn't understand us and we are afraid of being judged negatively. Unfortunately, there are things we cannot deal with on our own,
so we choose to talk about them with people we trust. We hope to receive advice on what to do or emotional support.
If someone told one of my secrets to others, my reaction would depend on how serious the situation is. So I would ask others what
happening and then confront the friend about it. I would let the friend know that it's unacceptable for me.
If he seems to get the message, we would probably have a neutral relationship, which is nor friendly nor hostile. If not, he can expect me
to treat him the same way he treated me.
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Discuss this topic (0 replies so far)
c
by - Tuesday, 17 March 2020, 10:26 AM
If my parents kept asking me trivial questions I would tell them kindly that they should stop. I would explain everything one last time
really carefully, this way I can make sure that they understand it, and if there is something that is more problematic I would even make
notes for them, so they can look at it instead of calling me. This way everyone is happy, because they get the answers and I don't have to

answer their questions a million times.
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a,
by Saturday, 14 March 2020, 5:51 PM
a, First of all I would do a little bit of an investigation, to see whether it was that friend who betrayed me. After it was proven right, that
indeed it was that friend who talked, I would cut them out of my life. I do not need this kind of toxic relationship in my life. In my
opinion this is a really good solution, because you would save yourself from a lot of crying and hard feelings.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)

Warning
by E- Tuesday, 10 March 2020, 8:24 PM
If I saw a little poor kid stealing some food to ease his appetit, I wouldn't report it to the shopkeeper because I am full of empathy. On
the other hand, as an eyewitness, it is my task to warn the kid that it won't be a solution for every problem that just come up in his life.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)

fake friend
by - Sunday, 8 March 2020, 6:09 PM
a) I definitely have a private conversation with that specific friend to clarify the situation and ask them why they couldn't keep their
mouth shut. Also, I stop telling them my secrets because I realized they were not actually my friend if they had shared my important
secret with anyone else. Obviously, it will be hard for them to regain my trust. For me, it's the best solution because I don't want to
spend my time around toxic people who I can't trust.
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Discuss this topic (1 reply so far)
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Story chain
 Settings

Display replies in nested form
Story chain
Saturday, 14 March 2020, 5:38 PM
In the story chain task, you will create your own story in any way you want it (the 'keeping it family friendly' rule still applies).
Each student will add how they would continue the story based on the previous entry. Focus on what has already been shared, discussed and
explained and build on that as you continue your story. You only need to write one or two sentences.

Our story begins like this: For the first time in recorded human history, aliens visited us.
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Edit
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Re: Story chain
by - Saturday, 14 March 2020, 5:57 PM
It all started as a usual sunny Saturday morning. But everything changed when the mysteriously shaped aircrafts arrived, out of
nowhere.

Permalink
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Re: Story chain
by D- Tuesday, 17 March 2020, 10:32 AM
Everyone started to panic, because no one knew whether they came with peace or with the intention of attacking. They prepared
themselves for the worst.

Permalink
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Re: Story chain
by - Tuesday, 17 March 2020, 10:58 AM
The shocked people took their legal or illegal weapons and started to close the doors and windows in order to protect their families.

Permalink
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Reply

Re: Story chain
by Wednesday, 18 March 2020, 11:00 AM
But closing the windows and doors didn't seem to be protective enough. So, the kids and mothers were directed to hide in the
basement and they were ready to fight for their lives.
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Re: Story chain
by K Thursday, 19 March 2020, 5:04 PM
What happens next? The story stopped in the middle of an action scene Sára prepared.
Permalink
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Re: Story chain
bySunday, 22 March 2020, 1:12 PM
The alien vehicles landed near populated areas. A few hours later some human-like extraterrestrial creatures appeared. They
seemed to be observing and examining the environment.
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Re: Story chain
by Wednesday, 25 March 2020, 9:36 AM
After examining their surroundings, they took out a huge chainsaw-like tool, and they started to cut our trees.
Authorities tried to shoot them with guns, but that did not work, so they called Amy Adams, hoping she could
negotiate with them.
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Hi there, Aliens!
This task is a continuation of the previous one. In which aliens have landed on Earth and you created a story based on this situations.
Here you are embassadors of the Earth and are working with our alien friends helping them understand our culture.
Your task is to come up with a situation that you feel would be difficult to understand for them and discuss how you would help the aliens make
sense of it.

Add a new discussion topic
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TED talk - The one with toast
Problem solving is a useful skill to master.
Take a look at Tom Wujec's talk and explain what you found most useful in it and how you could use it.

Add a new discussion topic
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Warm-up: Welcome to the future!
This is our warm-up activity for this week. We will use Moodle’s chat function to have a real-time discussion.
The question is simple: How will life be different in 20 years?
What do you think? What kind of future does the crystal ball show this wizard?

Click here to enter the chat now
Use more accessible interface
View past chat sessions

◄ TED talk - The one with toast
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Debate clubs 3: Gadgets
You can see this week’s debate club presentations with audio recordings in this folder. Due to the distance learning format, we do not have
rebuttals and final statements but they are integrated into the persenters' points as possible counterarguments.

There should be an age limit for using smartphones.
Előd: for
Nóri: against
After listening to the presentations, go to Menti.com and type in the following code to assess their presentations: 92 95 48

We rely too much on our electronic gadgets
M. Bence: for

After listening to the presentations, go to Menti.com and type in the following code to assess their presentations: 55 95 0

Gadgets 1 - Előd.pptx
Gadgets 2 - Nóri.pptx
Gadgets 3 - M. Bence.pptx

Download folder

Edit

◄ Group-work: Androids and conflicts
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Warm-up discussion and picture talks using Zoom
Time: Apr 1, 2020 10:00 AM Budapest

Join Zoom Meeting
https://us04web.zoom.us/j/609572009

Meeting ID: 609 572 009

Last modified: Monday, 30 March 2020, 3:04 PM

◄ Group work: Snow White meets iPhone
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Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 8 (April 1): Food / Debate club 4: Food

Debate club 4: Food
You can see this week’s debate club presentations with audio recordings in this folder. Due to the distance learning format, we do not have
rebuttals and final statements but they are integrated into the presenters' points as possible counterarguments.

Cooking is a life skill that everybody needs.
Amy: for
Sára: against
After listening to the presentations, go to Menti.com and type in the following code to assess their presentations (remember to swipe to see all the
presenters): 81 38 33

Going to a restaurant is the perfect first data.
Dori: for
Emese: against (double click on the speaker symbol to listen to her points)

After listening to the presentations, go to Menti.com and type in the following code to assess their presentations (remember to swipe to see all the
presenters): 54 25 20

Amy.pptx
Dori.pptx
Emese audio.m4a
Emese.pptx
Sára.pptx

Download folder

Edit
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Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:42 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:42 PM
Time taken 9 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 8.00 (0%)
Question 1
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

You are going to hear part of a radio programabout language learning. You have 60 seconds to study the
questions below. You can listen to the text twice and at the end you will have 30 seconds to finalize your aswers.
Click play to start listening to the text:

1. A survey suggests young people _____.

Select one:
A.
at age 14 know only 1/3 of what they did
B. give up language learning early
C. like taking up languages
D. give up 1/3 of languages

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: give up language learning early

Question 2
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

2. At the language school students ______.

Select one:
A.
all benefit from learning languages
B. do better in their GCSE than other schools
C. do A levels in at least one language
D. all learn only one foreign language

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is:
all benefit from learning languages

Question 3
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

3. A learner says she ______.

Select one:
A. has difficulty with grammar
B. finds learning relatively easy
C. will not take on German at university
D. is impressed by the employers

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: finds learning relatively easy

Question 4
Not answered

4. The teacher says language learning ______.

Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. is complete enjoyment
B. cannot make you confident
C. should be valued very highly
D. helps in finding a job

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: helps in finding a job

Question 5
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

5. A learner says learning languages helps to ______.

Select one:
A. learn customs at university
B. relate to one's friends
C. understand different people
D. change the business world

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: understand different people

Question 6
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

6. The teacher says language learning _____.

Select one:
A. requires business
B. is sexier than 1 or 2 other things
C. needs extra earnings potential
D. is encouraged by the school

Your answer is incorrect.

The correct answer is: is encouraged by the school
Question 7
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

7. In business the most important thing is to ______ foreign partners.

Select one:
A. show one's cuture to
B. avoid losing out to
C. know the thinking of
D. copy the mindset of

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: know the thinking of

Question 8
Not answered

8. The title of the text may be: “______”.

Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. Languages - The Road to Success
B. Language Learning - The Easy Way
C. Foreign Languages - Tips for Learning
D. Foreigners Beware - We Mean Business

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: Languages - The Road to Success

◄ Debate club 4: Food

Jump to...

Week 8 listening practice 2 - short
answers ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 8 (April 1): Food / Week 8 listening practice 2 - short answers / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:42 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:42 PM
Time taken 6 secs
Grade 0 out of 20 (0%)
Question 1
Not answered
Mark 0 out of 2

You are going to hear a text about drones. First you are going to have 60 seconds to study the questions below.
Then you are going to hear the text twice. At the end, you will have 30 seconds to finalize your asnwers.While
listening, give short answers to the questions.
Click play to start listening to the text:

1. What is the target market of Agribotix?

Answer:



The correct answer is: People working in agriculture.

Question 2
Not answered

2. Who needs to fly the drone?

Mark 0 out of 2

Answer:



The correct answer is: No one, it is fully autonomous.

Question 3
Not answered

3. In what way do drones help farmers?

Mark 0 out of 2

Answer:



The correct answer is: They take pictures and highlight/ go to problematic areas.

Question 4
Not answered

4. What is the connection between drones and farm shows?

Mark 0 out of 2

Answer:

The correct answer is: They are present everywhere.



Question 5
Not answered

5. How are Darren Salvador and Arial Robotics connected?

Mark 0 out of 2

Answer:



The correct answer is: He gets drones from them.

Question 6
Not answered

6. What does the speaker say about using drones in agriculture?

Mark 0 out of 2

Answer:



The correct answer is: Their use is still theoretical.

Question 7
Not answered

7. What kind of special document would you need when applying for a permit?

Mark 0 out of 2

Answer:



The correct answer is: A private pilot’s license.

Question 8

8. What is the problem with smaller drones?

Not answered
Mark 0 out of 2

Answer:



The correct answer is: They are not reliable.

Question 9
Not answered

9. What is the FAA’s standpoint on drones?

Mark 0 out of 2

Answer:



The correct answer is: Inexperienced people using drones can cause problems.

Question 10
Not answered

10. What is McKinnon’s problem with the FAA?

Mark 0 out of 2

Answer:

The correct answer is: They give very little guidance.



◄ Week 8 listening practice 1 - multiple
choice

Jump to...

Mid-term listening test #1 ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 9 (April 8): Group projects / Mid-term listening test #1 / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:43 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:43 PM
Time taken 6 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 8.00 (0%)
Question 1
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

You are going to hear part of a radio program about space food. You have 60 seconds to study the questions
below. You can listen to the text twice and at the end you will have 30 seconds to finalize your aswers.
Click play to start listening to the text:

1. early astronauts not caring about food
Select one:
A. usual
B. useful
C. unwanted
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: usual

Question 2

2. Russian food on space station

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. usual
B. useful
C. unwanted
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: usual

Question 3

3. presentations about food

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. usual
B. useful
C. unwanted
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: not mentioned

Question 4

4. astronauts wanting to have spicy food

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. usual
B. useful
C. unwanted
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: usual

Question 5

5. crumbs in space

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. usual
B. useful
C. unwanted
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: unwanted

Question 6

6. floating while eating

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. usual
B. useful
C. unwanted
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: usual

Question 7

7. farming for astronauts

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. usual
B. useful
C. unwanted
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: useful

Question 8

8. astronauts getting to know each other

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. usual
B. useful
C. unwanted
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: useful

◄ Week 8 listening practice 2 - short
answers

Jump to...

Mid-term listening test #2 ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 9 (April 8): Group projects / Mid-term listening test #2 / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:43 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:43 PM
Time taken 8 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 20.00 (0%)
Question 1
Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

You are going to hear a recording about world radio day. You can listen to the text twice during the time limit. You have
60 second to study the sentences below. Complete the sentences with a few words. At the end you will have 30 seconds
to finalize your answers.
Click play to start listening to the text:

1. The topic of the recording is

 .

The correct answer is: whether offline/ traditional/ old school radios still exist

Question 2
Not answered

2. Bluetooth and Internet are

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: not required

Question 3
Not answered

3. Boomboxes are essentially

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: basic/ generic/ bare bone radios

Question 4
Not answered

4. The reason the alarm clock radio did not qualify was

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: it was not portable

 .

Question 5
Not answered

5. The Bose SoundTouch’s best feature was

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: its remarkable/ amazing/ great sound

Question 6
Not answered

6. Outside stressing that the Zenith is not really portable the speaker also said

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: it is gorgeous

Question 7
Not answered

7. Queezy’s boomboxes turned out to be problematic because

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: of their huge size

Question 8
Not answered

8. The radios for joggers did not qualify as

 .

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: they had no speakers

Question 9
Not answered

9. Instead of stores,

 to find radios.

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: try online shops/ go online

Question 10
Not answered

10. The radio’s place in the U.S. households

Marked out of
2.00

The correct answer is: had been steady since the ‘70s

 .

◄ Mid-term listening test #1

Jump to...

Video chat using Microsoft Teams ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 9 (April 8): Group projects / Video chat using Microsoft Teams

Video chat using Microsoft Teams
After the mid-term listening tests, we will complete a warm-up activity and discuss the group projects using Microsoft Teams.
Last modified: Monday, 6 April 2020, 3:34 PM
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Group projects ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 10 (April 15): Role plays #1 / Overview of week 10

Overview of week 10
Timeslot

Group A

10:00-10:25

Group B

Groups C & D

Group presentations (group work)

10:25-10:45

Role plays in MS Teams
(pair work)

10:45-11:10

Sharing a TED talk of
their choice on Moodle
(individual work)

11:10-11:30

Students sharing a TED Creating an interactive
talk of their choice on
image on Genially
Moodle (individual work) based on one of the
topics (individual
Role plays in MS Teams work)
(individual work)

Listening practice (individual work)

Last modified: Monday, 20 April 2020, 3:30 PM
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TED talks worth watching (students from
Groups A & B) ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 10 (April 15): Role plays #1 / Interactive images (students from Groups C & D)



Search forums

Interactive images (students from Groups C & D)
For this task, we will be using the Genially content creation platform. This is an easy to use website that has a number of features unique to it. Each
student in Groups C (Dori, Silver, M. Bence, Emese) and D (Kata, K. Bence, Cinti, Amy) will create interactive image and share the link to their work
as a forum comment for the other students to see and comment on.
You can work on your interactive images from 10:25 till 11:05 (if you need more time, you can also complete the listening tasks later).
You can pick from the following topics for your interactive image:
my hobby,
something I am good at,
something I want to try.

Follow these steps to create and share your work (see highlighted parts in the image as well):
go to www.genial.ly,
click on ‘log in’ and simply sign in with your Google account (this is the easiest way to use the platform),
find the ‘create Genially’ option in the menu on the left,
select ‘interactive image’,
watch the video on how you can create interactive images and explore the examples the platform selected for you on the bottom of the screen,
click on ‘create interactive image’,
select on image to upload which will be your interactive image,
start adding interactive features to your image by using the menu on the left: you can use videos, websites, texts and many more,
once you feel you are done, go back to the homepage (Genially saves your work in the cloud) and select ‘my creations’ in the menu on the left,
open your work and select ‘publish’; you will see a link here that you can share; post that in this forum as a comment for your peers to see your
work.

Additionally, you can also view these useful videos on how to create your content on Genially.

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 10 (April 15): Role plays #1 / Week 10 listening practice #1 (multiple choice) / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:46 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:46 PM
Time taken 5 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 8.00 (0%)
Information

You are going to hear a text about accents. First you are going to have 60 seconds to study the table below. Then you are
going to hear the text twice. While listening, select which category each phrase refers to. Finally, you are going to have 30
seconds to finalize your answers.
An example (0) has been done for you.
0. flat vowels
A) one accent
B) two accents
C) accents in general
D) none
Click play to start listening to the text.

Question 1

1. embarrassed by immigrants

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. one accent
B. two accents
C. accents in general
D. none

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: none

Question 2

2. low prestige

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. one accent
B. two accents
C. accents in general
D. none

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: two accents

Question 3

3. a common misconception

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. one accent
B. two accents
C. accents in general
D. none

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: one accent

Question 4

4. studied because of money

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. one accent
B. two accents
C. accents in general
D. none

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: none

Question 5

5. more different than earlier

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. one accent
B. two accents
C. accents in general
D. none

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: two accents

Question 6

6. still as characteristic as ever

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. one accent
B. two accents
C. accents in general
D. none

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: accents in general

Question 7

7. mocked without listening

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. one accent
B. two accents
C. accents in general
D. none

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: accents in general

Question 8

8. a major shift recently

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. one accent
B. two accents
C. accents in general
D. none

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: one accent

◄ Interactive images (students from
Groups C & D)

Jump to...

Week 10 listening practice #2 (short
asnwers graded manually) ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 10 (April 15): Role plays #1 / Week 10 listening practice #2 (short asnwers graded manually)
/ Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:46 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:46 PM
Time taken 8 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 20.00 (0%)
Information

You are going to hear a text about geoengineering. First you are going to have 60 seconds to study the questions below.
Then you are going to hear the text twice. While listening, answer the questions with a few words. An example (0) has
been done for you. Finally, you are going to have 30 seconds to finalize your answers. Start studying the questions now.
0. What do scientists agree about? The Earth’s climate getting warmer.

Click play to start listening to the text.

Question 1

1. What function would the artificial clouds have?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 2

2. What is the primary goal of geoengineering?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 3

3. Why did McNutt choose to become a geophysicist?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 4

Answer:

4. What was the reason for the committee to halt the first plan?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 5

Answer:

5. In what way would forests help in the second plan?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 6

6. According to McNutt, what is the next step?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 7

Answer:

7. What need to be done before such a step?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 8

Answer:

8. According to Keith, what is the problem?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 9

Answer:

9. What is a further danger that climate researchers know about?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 10

10. Despite the agreement, what does Robock fear?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

◄ Week 10 listening practice #1 (multiple
choice)

Jump to...

Overview of week 11 ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 11 (April 22): Role plays #2 / Overview of week 11

Overview of week 11

Timeslot

Group C

10:00-10:30

Group D

Groups A & B

Final PREP practice and picture talks

10:30-10:50

Role plays in MS Teams
(pair work)

10:50-11:10

Students sharing a TED
talk of their choice on
Moodle (individual work)

11:10-11:30

Students sharing a TED Creating an interactive
talk of their choice on
image on Genially
Moodle (individual work) based on one of the
topics (individual
Role plays in MS Teams work)
(individual work)

Listening practice (individual work)

Last modified: Monday, 20 April 2020, 3:31 PM

◄ Week 10 listening practice #2 (short
asnwers graded manually)
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TED talks worth watching (students from
Groups A & B) ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 11 (April 22): Role plays #2 / TED talks worth watching (students from Groups A & B)



Search forums

TED talks worth watching (students from Groups A & B)
Students from Groups C and D will each share one TED talk of their choice that they feel others should watch. Make sure to add a short description
explaining why your chosen TED talk is worth watching. Also don’t forget to comment on your peers’ picks.

Group D (Kata, K. Bence, Cinti, Amy) will complete this task from 10:30 till 10:50
Group C (Dori, Silver, M. Bence, Emese) will complete this task from 10:50 till 11:10

Add a new discussion topic

Discussion

Started by

Last post 

Replies

Subscribe

 teenegers

1



 The danger of a single story

1



 Gabe Zichermann: How games make kids smarter

1



 Ethan Lisi: What it's really like to have autism

1



 The Linguistic Genius of Babies

1





Mandy Len Catron's TED talk about love
expressions

2





Tim Urban: Inside the mind of a master
procrastinator

2



2



 Looks aren't everything

◄ Overview of week 11
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Interactive images (students from Groups
A & B) ►
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Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 11 (April 22): Role plays #2 / End-term listening test practice 1 (multiple choice) / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:48 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:48 PM
Time taken 8 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 10.00 (0%)
Information

You are going to hear a text about the movie ‘The Theory of Everything’. First you are going to have 60 seconds to study
the questions. Then you are going to hear the text twice.
While listening, select which answer completes the sentence correctly. An example (0) has been done for you.

Click play to start listening to the text.

0. Eddie Redmayne
A) may get many general awards
B) is a British scientist
C) may get best actor awards

Question 1
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

1. Redmayne and Hawking met

Select one:
A. before the film
B. between takes
C. in the process of filming

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: in the process of filming

Question 2
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

2. Stephen Hawking can talk to people

Select one:
A. with his eye
B. through special glasses
C. through a microphone

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: with his eye

Question 3
Not answered

3. Recreating Hawking’s voice happened

Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. with Hawking’s ‘voice’
B. with a similar program
C. with tuning Redmayne’s voice

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: with a similar program

Question 4
Not answered

4. Hawking was diagnosed with ALS, which means

Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. he lost his sight
B. he was paralyzed
C. he was deformed

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: he was paralyzed

Question 5
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

5. In the movie, Hawking is trying to convince his girlfriend that

Select one:
A. he is bitter and wants to break up with her
B. he wants to leave her and study
C. he will revolutionize science

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: he will revolutionize science

Question 6
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

6. People argued, that one of the film’s faults is

Select one:
A. too little science
B. too much romance
C. that it is based on Jane’s autobiography

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: too little science

Question 7
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

7. Redmayne explains that for him

Select one:
A. documentaries are too scientific
B. the film is an examination of relationships
C. how complications can change love relationships

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: the film is an examination of relationships

Question 8

8. Redmayne visited a clinic in order to

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. prepare himself for Hawking’s portrayal
B. be able to switch between appearances
C. learn about physicalities

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: be able to switch between appearances

Question 9
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

9. Creating the iconic voice happened

Select one:
A. in real time
B. after filming the scenes
C. with an editing program

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: after filming the scenes

Question 10
Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

10. One of the difficulties when talking to Hawking is

Select one:
A. him speaking sign language
B. his lack of intonation
C. his lack of gestures

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: his lack of intonation

◄ Interactive images (students from
Groups A & B)

Jump to...

End-term listening test practice #2
(complete the sentences graded
manually) ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 11 (April 22): Role plays #2
/ End-term listening test practice #2 (complete the sentences graded manually) / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:49 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:49 PM
Time taken 6 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 20.00 (0%)
Information

You are going to hear a text about Mas Masamuto’s peach orchard. First you are going to have 60 seconds to study the
questions below. Then you are going to hear the text twice. While listening, complete the sentences with a few
words. Finally, you are going to have 30 seconds to finalize your answers.

Click on play to start listening to the text.

An example (0) has been done for you.
0. Masumoto’s peaches became a symbol of a movement to change the U.S. agriculture.

Question 1
Not answered

in the Central Valley.

1. The Masumoto farm consists of

Marked out of
2.00

Question 2
Not answered

2. That Mas chose farming was uncommon because

.

Marked out of
2.00

Question 3
Not answered

3. Because the suncrest peaches did not meet the required qualifications

.

Marked out of
2.00

Question 4
Not answered

4. Macy’s job made it possible for Mas

.

Marked out of
2.00

Question 5
Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

5. The food world was going through a change in the ‘80s and ‘90s and Mas’ peaches
.

Question 6
Not answered

6. Waters liked Mas’s peaches so much that

.

Marked out of
2.00

Question 7
Not answered

7. “Epitaph For A Peach” was

.

Marked out of
2.00

Question 8
Not answered

8. Nikiko eventually

.

Marked out of
2.00

Question 9
Not answered

9. What made Nikiko’s parent believe in her daughter’s decision was

.

Marked out of
2.00

Question 10
Not answered

10. Nikiko’s future endeavor is

.

Marked out of
2.00

◄ End-term listening test practice 1
(multiple choice)

Jump to...

Week 12 schedule ►

Listening and Speaking Skills II
Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 12 (April 29): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 1 / Week 12 schedule

Week 12 schedule
Mock oral PE time slot on MS teams

Students

Vocabulary test 2 (when not in exam)
10:00-10:10

Ami

10:10-10:20

Tekla

10:20-10:30

Dori

10:30-10:40

Kata

10:40-10:50

Sára

10:50-11:00

Lilla

11:00-11:10

Silver

11:10-11:20

K. Bence

End-term listening
test A

Students

10:00-10:30

Interactive Genially
images

10:30-11:30

Last modified: Saturday, 25 April 2020, 8:07 PM

◄ End-term listening test practice #2
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End-term listening test 1A (multiple
choice) ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 12 (April 29): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 1
/ End-term listening test 1A (multiple choice) / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:50 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:50 PM
Time taken 7 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 8.00 (0%)
Information

You are going to hear a text about looting (i.e. stealing) ancient treasures. First you are going to have 60 seconds to study
the questions below. Then you are going to hear the text twice. While listening, indicate which category each phrase
refers to. An example (0) has been done for you. Finally, you are going to have 30 seconds to finalize your answers.

Click play to start listening to the text.

0. carved limestone in Texas
A) past
B) present
C) both
D) not mentioned

Question 1

1. stela sold

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. past
B. present
C. both
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: past

Question 2

2. a flourishing city

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. past
B. present
C. both
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: past

Question 3

3. howler monkeys

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. past
B. present
C. both
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: both

Question 4

4. Dr Friedel

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. past
B. present
C. both
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: both

Question 5

5. worshipped queens

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. past
B. present
C. both
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: not mentioned

Question 6

6. poor people looting

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. past
B. present
C. both
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: present

Question 7

7. a mason-built tunnel

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. past
B. present
C. both
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: not mentioned

Question 8

8. an oil company

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. past
B. present
C. both
D. not mentioned

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: past

◄ Week 12 schedule
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End-term listening test 2A (short asnwers
graded manually) ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 12 (April 29): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 1
/ End-term listening test 2A (short asnwers graded manually) / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:50 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:50 PM
Time taken 7 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 20.00 (0%)
Information

You are going to hear a text about the Eichler homes. First you are going to have 60 seconds to study the questions
below. Then you are going to hear the text twice. While listening, answer the questions with a few words. An example (0)
has been done for you. Finally, you are going to have 30 seconds to finalize your answers.

Click play to start listening to the text.

0. What did Eichler offer? Well-built tract homes

Question 1

1. What was Grossman’s first impression of the Eichler homes?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 2

Answer:

2. According to Grossman, why is the house good for two generations living together?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 3

Answer:

3. What made Eichler different from the builders of his time?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 4

4. According to Biondo, what kind of people did the houses attract?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 5

5. For what other purpose, outside of being accommodations, were the houses often used?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 6

6. Why did they have to do many takes with Carmen Electra?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 7

Answer:

7. What was the reason for needing many new family homes?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 8

Answer:

8. What was different about the materials of the new homes?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 9

9. What was Grossman’s opinion of Eichler?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 10

10. What other housing project, outside of the Eichler homes, was taking place after WWII?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

◄ End-term listening test 1A (multiple
choice)
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Interactive images: favorites A
For this task, we will be using the Genially content creation platform again. Your task this time is to create an interactive image about your favorite
movie, TV series, book, comic or music album (only pick one) and add the following information:
1.

a summary,

2.

a quote,

3.

an interesting fact,

4.

your short (one paragraph) review,

5.

a video clip (e.g. trailer, interview, etc.).

The following students will complete this task: Timi, Előd, M. Bence, Cinti, Dominik, Nóri, Emese, Amy.
Make sure to comment on your peers' work as well.

Follow these steps to create and share your work (see highlighted parts in the image as well):
go to www.genial.ly,
click on ‘log in’ and simply sign in with your Google account (this is the easiest way to use the platform),
find the ‘create Genially’ option in the menu on the left,
select ‘interactive image’,
watch the video on how you can create interactive images and explore the examples the platform selected for you on the bottom of the screen,
click on ‘create interactive image’,
select on image to upload which will be your interactive image,
start adding interactive features to your image by using the menu on the left: you can use videos, websites, texts and many more,
once you feel you are done, go back to the homepage (Genially saves your work in the cloud) and select ‘my creations’ in the menu on the left,
open your work and select ‘publish’; you will see a link here that you can share; post that in this forum as a comment for your peers to see your
work.

Additionally, you can also view these useful videos on how to create your content on Genially.

Add a new discussion topic

Started by

Discussion

Last post 

Replies

Subscribe

 House M.D.

0



 My favourite series: Last Dance

1



 My favorite album: Bastille-Doom Days

2



 My favorite TV series

0



 NF Music Album (The Search)

2



 Jojo Rabbit

0



 Hateful Eight

0



 Blood Diamond

1
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Vocabulary test 2A ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 12 (April 29): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 1 / Vocabulary test 2A
/ Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:51 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:51 PM
Time taken 6 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 10.00 (0%)
Question 1

Match the terms with their meanings.

Not answered
Marked out of
5.00

stamp

Choose...

habit

Choose...

seed

Choose...

tender

Choose...

cluster

Choose...

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: stamp → a small piece of paper used to send letters and packages, habit → a thing that you do
often, seed → small hard part produced by a plant, tender → gentle and loving, cluster → a group of things of the same
type

Question 2

Match the terms with their meanings.

Not answered
Marked out of
5.00

pitch

Choose...

convention

Choose...

seek

Choose...

federal

Choose...

embed

Choose...

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: pitch → how high or low a sound is, convention → the way in which something is done, seek → to
look for something, federal → a system of government with states controlling their own affairs, embed → to fix firmly into
a substance or solid object

◄ Interactive images: favorites A
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Week 13 schedule
Mock oral PE time slot on MS teams

Students

Vocabulary test 2 (when not in exam)
10:00-10:10

Timi

10:10-10:20

Előd

10:20-10:30

M. Bence

10:30-10:40

Cinti

10:40-10:50

Dominik

10:50-11:00

Nóri

11:00-11:10

Emese

11:10-11:20

Amy

End-term listening
test A

10:00-10:30

Interactive Genially
images

10:30-11:30

Last modified: Saturday, 2 May 2020, 12:25 PM
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Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 13 (May 6): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 2
/ End-term listening test 1B (multiple choice) / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:52 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:52 PM
Time taken 6 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 8.00 (0%)
Information

You are going to hear a text about spiders. First you are going to have 60 seconds to study the table below. Then you are
going to hear the text twice. While listening, indicate which category each phrase refers to. An example (0) has been
done for you. Finally, you are going to have 30 seconds to finalize your answers.

Click play to start listening to the text.

0. name scares people
A) Black widow spiders
B) False black widow spiders
C) Other spiders
D) None

Question 1

1. spreading North

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. Black widow spiders
B. False black widow spiders
C. Other spiders
D. None

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: False black widow spiders

Question 2

2. hang upside down

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. Black widow spiders
B. False black widow spiders
C. Other spiders
D. None

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: False black widow spiders

Question 3

3. a lot larger than a garden pea

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. Black widow spiders
B. False black widow spiders
C. Other spiders
D. None

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: None

Question 4

4. live close to the ground

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. Black widow spiders
B. False black widow spiders
C. Other spiders
D. None

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: False black widow spiders

Question 5

5. also found in the tropics

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. Black widow spiders
B. False black widow spiders
C. Other spiders
D. None

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: Black widow spiders

Question 6

6. carry red marking

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. Black widow spiders
B. False black widow spiders
C. Other spiders
D. None

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: Black widow spiders

Question 7

7. feed on bananas

Not answered
Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. Black widow spiders
B. False black widow spiders
C. Other spiders
D. None

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: None

Question 8
Not answered

8. over 600 species

Marked out of
1.00

Select one:
A. Black widow spiders
B. False black widow spiders
C. Other spiders
D. None

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: Other spiders

◄ Week 13 schedule
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graded manually) ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 13 (May 6): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 2
/ End-term listening test 2B (short answers graded manually) / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:53 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:53 PM
Time taken 8 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 20.00 (0%)
Information

You are going to hear a text about the movie The Breakfast Club. First you are going to have 60 seconds to study the
questions below. Then you are going to hear the text twice. While listening, give short answers to the questions. An
example (0) has been done for you. Finally, you are going to have 30 seconds to finalize your answers.

Click on play to start listening to the text.

0. What is the topic of the recording? How today’s teenagers can relate to The Breakfast Club.

Question 1

1. What is the reason for cinemas to show the movie again?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 2

Answer:

2. In what way are the movies Sixteen Candles, Ferris Beuller’s Day Off and The Breakfast Club connected?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 3

Answer:

3. What is the major element of the movie?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 4

4. What was the revelation that the characters in The Breakfast Club discovered?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 5

5. What shocked Anthony Michael Hall’s character?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 6

6. What kind of stereotype does one of the speakers think is missing from The Breakfast Club?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 7

Answer:

7. What were the characters doing in the scene that struck the other speaker?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 8

Answer:

8. What is the topic, which according to the speakers, is still relevant today?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Question 9

Answer:

9. What character is portrayed as being wise?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

Question 10

10. What is the problem with the portrayal of gender politics in The Breakfast Club?

Not answered
Marked out of
2.00

Answer:

◄ End-term listening test 1B (multiple
choice)
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Interactive images: favorites B
For this task, we will be using the Genially content creation platform again. Your task this time is to create an interactive image about your favorite
movie, TV series, book, comic or music album (only pick one) and add the following information:
1.

a summary,

2.

a quote,

3.

an interesting fact,

4.

your short (one paragraph) review,

5.

a video clip (e.g. trailer, interview, etc.).

The following students will complete this task: Ami, Tekla, Dori, Kata, Sári, Lilla, Silver, K. Bence.
Make sure to comment on your peers' work as well.

Follow these steps to create and share your work (see highlighted parts in the image as well):
go to www.genial.ly,
click on ‘log in’ and simply sign in with your Google account (this is the easiest way to use the platform),
find the ‘create Genially’ option in the menu on the left,
select ‘interactive image’,
watch the video on how you can create interactive images and explore the examples the platform selected for you on the bottom of the screen,
click on ‘create interactive image’,
select on image to upload which will be your interactive image,
start adding interactive features to your image by using the menu on the left: you can use videos, websites, texts and many more,
once you feel you are done, go back to the homepage (Genially saves your work in the cloud) and select ‘my creations’ in the menu on the left,
open your work and select ‘publish’; you will see a link here that you can share; post that in this forum as a comment for your peers to see your
work.

Additionally, you can also view these useful videos on how to create your content on Genially.

Add a new discussion topic

Started by

Discussion

Last post 

Replies

Subscribe

 Favourite album

0



 Grey's Anatomy

0



 Favourite movie

0



 Favourite series

0



 Favourite TV series

0



 Donnie Darko

0



 Favourite series

0



 Favourite album

0
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Vocabulary test 2B ►

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 13 (May 6): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 2 / Vocabulary test 2B / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:54 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:54 PM
Time taken 7 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 10.00 (0%)
Question 1

Match the terms with their meanings.

Not answered
Marked out of
5.00

impulse

Choose...

marble

Choose...

emerge

Choose...

harvest

Choose...

consume

Choose...

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: impulse → a sudden wish to do something, marble → typical hard stone with colored lines, emerge
→ to come out of a hidden place, harvest → the time of the year when crops is gathered, consume → to use something
like fuel

Question 2

Match the terms with their meanings.

Not answered
Marked out of
5.00

confound

Choose...

replicate

Choose...

apparently

Choose...

wrap

Choose...

convergence

Choose...

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: confound → to confuse and surprise somebody, replicate → to copy something exactly, apparently
→ according to what you heard or read, wrap → to cover something completely in paper, convergence → the process of
moving together from different directions and meeting

◄ Interactive images: favorites B
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End-term feedback questionnaire L&SSII
Welcome to the end-term feedback questionnaire. Your answers help to improve the course.
Data collection is anonymous, voluntary and serves course improvement only. Completion
will not affect your grade in any way. No personally identifiable data is collected.

Describe what you liked in the couse.
Saját válasz

Describe what you did not like in the couse.
Saját válasz

Describe what you would have liked to have more of in the course.
Saját válasz

Describe what you would have liked to have less of in the course.
Saját válasz

Describe what topics you would have liked to see in the course.
Saját válasz

Please add any further comments not covered in the above questions.
Saját válasz

Küldés
Google Űrlapokon soha ne adjon meg jelszavakat.
Ezt a tartalmat nem a Google hozta létre, és nem is hagyta azt jóvá. Visszaélés jelentése - Felhasználási feltételek
- Adatvédelmi irányelvek

Űrlapok

Dashboard / Courses / L&SSII / Week 13 (May 6): End-term listening test and mock oral Proficiency Exams 2 / Vocabulary test #1 / Preview

Started on

Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:54 PM

State Finished
Completed on Friday, 4 June 2021, 6:55 PM
Time taken 6 secs
Grade 0.00 out of 10.00 (0%)
Question 1

Match the terms with their definitions.

Not answered
Marked out of
5.00

specimen

Choose...

susceptible

Choose...

craft

Choose...

likelihood

Choose...

absolute

Choose...

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: specimen → single example of something, susceptible → very likely to be influenced, craft → skill
involving doing something with your hands, likelihood → chance of something happening, absolute → total and complete

Question 2

Match the terms with their definitions.

Not answered
Marked out of
5.00

continuity

Choose...

spectrum

Choose...

peripheral

Choose...

deceive

Choose...

virtue

Choose...

Your answer is incorrect.
The correct answer is: continuity → logical connection between parts, spectrum → complete range of qualities, peripheral
→ not as important, deceive → make somebody believe something that is not true, virtue → behavior showing high moral
standards

◄ End-term feedback questionnaire
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